
Karas� Men�
Lange Lozanastraat 165, Antwerpen, Belgium

+3234342045,+33186995715 - https://www.karasu.be

A complete menu of Karasu from Antwerpen covering all 9 meals and drinks can be found here on the food list.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Karasu:
One of the best real authentic Japanese restaurants. The offer much more than just good sushi. Especially the

meat dishes (steak or hotpot) and noodle soups are amazing. Best combination of all is the bento box read more.
What User doesn't like about Karasu:

the restaurant was completely empty and has shaded interior. eating is very expensive, the amount of the
portions is small and it is not delicious. the sushi set of average delivery is much better and more affordable than

what we had here. the only good was the service of a polite Japanese woman. read more. The eatery offers a
little bit of this and a little bit of that with its well-known Tapas, Particularly delicious are also the Maki and

specialties like Inside-Out from this place. Not to be overlooked is also the extensive selection of coffee and tea
specialties in this restaurant, You can also unwind at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and

non-alcoholic drinks.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Drink�
SAKE

Omlett�
TAMAGO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sush� Bar Entree�
CHIRASHI

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Dessert�
DESSERT 1

DESSERT 2

DESSERT 3

MICHELIN Specia�
MAIN COURSE 1

MAIN COURSE 2

MAIN COURSE 3

Gebraten� Nudel� mi�
gebackener Hühnerbrus�
STARTER 2

STARTER 3

STARTER 1

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

MISO

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

SOUP

FISH

ICE CREAM
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Thursday 12:00-14:00
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